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!Free Ebook ? Tomorrows Garden ? With A Keen Eye For Aesthetics Matched By A Strong
Concern For The Environment, Garden ExpertStephen Orr Has Developed A Sense Of

What A Modern Garden Should Be Small, Visually Pleasing, Andresponsible In Tomorrow S
Garden, He Presents Gardens In American Cities That Have Been Scaledback And
Simplified Without Sacrificing Beauty Or Innovative DesignA Devoted Supporter Of The
Organic Gardening Movement, Orr Advises Gardeners To Think About Their Gardens As
Part Of An Interconnected Whole With The Surrounding Environment With An Eye To
Water Usage, Local Ecology, And Preservation Of Resources However, For Those Who
Are Afraid That A Sustainable Garden Means A Lack Of Flora And Fauna, Orr Believes
That A Garden, First And Foremost, Should Be A Thing Of Beauty He Encourages Flower
Lovers To Plant Flowers, And He Showcases Gardens Filled With Traditional And Exotic
Plants That Are Designed With Both Visual Appeal And The Environment In MindWith
Detailed Case Studies, Stunning Photographs, And An Appendix Of Resources And
Information Tohelp Gardeners Achieve Their Ecological Best, Tomorrow S Garden Will
Teach You The True Definition Of Sustainability And Show You How To Create Beauty
Without Excess In The St Century And Beyond This book is beautiful the font, the pictures,
even the cover beautiful However, it s filled with gardens mainly from California, Texas and
New York There s a few others, but not enough to help gardeners from those or any other
area In the author s defense, he does mention numerous times that you should consult
local advice Yes, you should And your garden, most likely, will then look nothing like these
gardens So, why would a gardener read this It s a coffee table book beautiful, inspiring and
if you re lucky, you might just find an element or two that you could make your own Would I
recommend this book to other people Probably not Would I give this book to the uber
gardeners in my family to include a landscape designer Most definitely not But did I get a
few ideas out of this book that I can change, make them location appropriate, make them
somewhat affordable, and then maybe put into my yard Sure But are there other books out
there that can do that Definitely.It s unfortunate, though, because this was a gorgeous book
But pretty alone does not a good book make, unless you re into that kind of thing If so, this
book is for you Enjoy. Gardeners, don t choose between sustainable and spectacular this
season Let Martha Stewart Livinggardening guru Stephen Orr show you how to create
magazine cover gorgeous gardens that naturally spotlight and support your local
environment, whether you re designing an urban oasis, a suburban backyard or a beautiful
and productive addition to a horse farm The book itself is handsome, but the information is
applicable to a fairly focused audience city dwellers, or wealthier urbanites The majority of
the book consists of case studies of gardens in California LA, Venice , New York, Austin,
Portland, and Nantucket not exactly a representative sample of likely locations for a wide
audience However, for those who fall within this book s focus, it has some very helpful
resources websites, contact information for the landscape designers whose work is pictured
therein I was disappointed to find that the book was devoted mostly to case studies for
people wealthy enough to afford professional services landscape architects, horticulturists,
etc , or who live in cities which already have established community garden groups this

book was less about how to create your own forward looking garden than here are some
pictures of gardens which I think represent the trend towards future gardens It was a
lengthy series of interviews with people who already had gardens and listed several of the
plants and their latin names which were used, and some of the materials somewhat helpful
but was still of a narrative travelogue than a well ordered curriculum for gardening mindfully
in the future One thing I did appreciate, was that the author made a distinction between
responsible gardens that are purposed for aesthetic appeal, and those that are purposed for
production but which also admittedly may have a certain aesthetic appeal Also, the author
is apparently gay, and seemingly than half of his interviewees are also gay which might
bother some readers, just an FYI If you are looking for a text that will delve into the
principles of design, or provides a curriculum for here s how you can do the same you had
probably better look elsewhere It gives topical treatment on those subjects, and refers to to
other resources online for a information. Title is very appropriate these are great design
ideas and inspiration for thinking about ways to create sustainable gardens Much of the
design is on the higher end, but not exclusively, and there is much that could be taken and
used by those of us without much of a design budget Loved the chapter on raising livestock
in the city, including the discussion on the trend s backlash, and I learned a lot about the
sustainability of gravel, too, which I did not expect. Okay, I really, really enjoyed this book
The author is honest, and it s fun to see how real families respond to gravel gardens and
the like So much was covered, though I felt the Austin, Brooklyn, Portland, and Southern
California regions were a bit overdone though now as I write that, I can see how those
areas might be the larger population booms over the next fifty years A good read, great
pictures and some wonderful ideas. Lots of good ideas and examples from lots of different
parts of the country It felt like reading a long string of articles from House and Garden or
Sunset or some other interesting gardening magazine I appreciated his approach of finding
semi normal gardeners, not people who do everything perfectly Good balance between
aesthetics and functionality, edible and ornamental gardening.

Had to take it back to the library before I was finished Will check out and read completely at
a later date Excellent info for central Texas, and an innovative approach to garden design
and landscaping. Great title However, I found the book itself falls a little short maybe
because I read The Humane Gardener at around the same time, and various Xerxes
Society books earlier in the year and this one fell short in comparison I found the approach
scattered, and both the pix and text were too small it should have been a larger book all the
way around, to make it readable.In all, some interesting vignettes and good ideas, but I
expected I will have to keep looking for the book that truly captures what I expect Tomorrow

s Garden to include. the pictures were inspirational however, the text was poorly laid out
sometimes it was hard to keep track of what text corresponded to which picture other than
the general messiness of the text, it was pretty fantastic.
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